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MEMORANDUM FOR Tilt ReCCRD

sUBJeCrs Mooting with Messrs. Strong and Maetnight of the
Department of State

1. The undersigned ant	 jar this office met with
Mr, strong and Itr, goodnight this afternoon to dimmer problme
connected with MILLAR. The first of those as a saggeotion of
Dremmt that its liaison meetings with the station espresentatives
be held in the local 0.3. 'Measles in order to ovoid the security
psalm of outside mostings. It was suggested OM them meetings
could usehelly include a representative Of the rasity in order that
the Calmegy could be apçeised 1 at the earns time es the station, of
MILLAR aetivitim,	 between U3I3 end DITILLM activities
mold to effected, and Sammy advice on political matters sliolted.
mr, SMGB‘ And Mt. Maognight stated that this *Gold he easily arranged
sines there aro now cleared State representatives in almost every
arm, mad the mootinge should be profitable to all sties.

2, DTPILLAR I S request for moms to the Shaer biographic
files was els discussed. It was agreed that, since those files are
oonfidontial. MILLAR should not stteert to gain seems meal,
through an uncleared Labessy official, but should ask the station
man under Robisg, con to supply the information from the film.

3,C	 3 than sought the edifies of the Mete ememmentative_

on MILLAR polity towed the overseas Chinese and toward Formosa.
Re stated that it was tentatively our feeling that MILLAR should not
ottasent to propagandise the overseas Chinese to airport Femme and
that our polite timed the mormas Chinon should hem toe ospeotas
(a) seeing that overseas Chinese youth are edhooted in democratic
concepts by providing eltemstives to $.4 ad edusetion snd that their
sentiment is MUMS to the hest muntrie0 of Southeast Asla through
nelsiwilastagratjaa promos end (h) seeing that the elders (lM'S
the businessman) of the Chinese sonsenity do net import the Maisland
mine, It was noted that any Winn jrosrna in active semen of
Formosa among the overeem Chinese ran the risk of alienating other
Southeast Asian countries. Mr. Strong stated that the outstanding
policy document an this subject states that U.S. policy is to integrate
overseas Chinese with the host countries. The draft 03C peer on
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Formes, home, he indicated is less ouse on this point.
Re stated that U. S. polSq speeitically does not preelakfuse
of third farce groups to obtain U. S. Minting. Re and
Maanight weed that MILLARme not bound to follow every
turn at U. S. policy ad that intro support of Formosa ma net
readied (although ebrimalytHIIALAR amid not and would not
take an opposing stand.)

C	 jetated that we felt that DM:LW s aetivitim
on Formosa amid most profitably water around an effort to pro.
dim now and creative thinking on the forms which dameratia
prammant in a frog Chims s ponele in 1Sfe verb a Mtn,
might take. Me statist that MILL** is pvevenly supporting a
professor of Constitatimal Law on Formosa dm is imparted to
have had good effect in atinalating new thinking mon his
rude*s sat the latellectsele of Parses on fundmienal govern-
mental theory. The State representatives emit that Fernem
has the talent far a program of creative thinking sod writing
in this field and that this would hares more beneficial effect
in Lois than Us present les■levol propagandism emoting Tea
FORID811. it litt &great by all that the latter as wellimarseed,
and that DTFILLM1 sight wall concentrate its Formosa pmpoma on
the farmer.

S. The enaction of DIPILLIK's activities in Japan as also
raised. C__	 2 inquired whether State agreed that MILLAR
imuLl comantrate on center groups amd sma-kasemist leftists in
erring out its program. Mr. McKnight stated that he looked upon
MILLAR as a Magee preplan end that MILLAR meet prod& a
bridp to the poem which could net be rebel by supporting
organisations almabr committed to our aide. The problem MO.
Brom noted, was to give DTPTILAR madame that it would not get
in trembisty dealing with groups width night, for enomam be
spinet resonant but ware definitely not mar Commenist ceutrou
Mr. Mootnight staid that if UMW could not work wiMa
thick ears net tied to U. S. paiSm4 he ism reason for traltos
mistime. Both he mod Mr. Strong felt that DIPILLAR should indeed
soncepato on tainnimg over the i.e. Madly groups sod Mould not
be nrenid of direMitnit fee wort U.s. par in so doing, provided
they did not run stiobstes came to long-rang, policy.
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